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By Wayne Flynt

Cornerstone, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. An indelible portrait of one of the most famous and beloved authors in the canon of American
literature - a collection of letters between Harper Lee and one of her closest friends that reveals the
famously private writer as never before, in her own words. The violent racism of the American
South drove Wayne Flynt away from his home in Alabama, but the publication of To Kill a
Mockingbird, Harper Lee s classic novel about courage, community and equality, inspired him to
return in the early 1960s and craft a career documenting and teaching Alabama history. His writing
resonated with many, in particular three sisters: Louise, Alice and Nelle Harper Lee. The two
families first met in 1983, and a mutual respect and affection for the state s history and literature
matured into a deep friendship between them. Wayne Flynt and Nelle Harper Lee began writing to
one other while she was living in New York - heartfelt, insightful and humorous letters in which
they swapped stories, information and opinions on topics including their families, books, social
values, health concerns and even their fears and accomplishments. Though...
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ReviewsReviews

The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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